[Performing saccadic eye movements modifies postural control organisation].
To assess to which extent performing saccadic eye movements modifies the postural strategies aimed at maintaining balance. Twelve healthy adults were tested on a force platform in several conditions including one in which they were required to stare a visual target and four in which small and larger saccadic eyes movements were performed vertically and horizontally. The displacements of the centre of pressure (CP) were then processed through frequency analysis and modelled as fractional Brownian motion (fBm). Through the latter, one may objectively assess from which distance and after which delay corrective process are initiated. In addition, the degree with which the CP movement is successively controlled is determined. A decrease of the magnitudes of the CP trajectories is observed during saccades, especially along the anteroposterior axis. The fBm modelling emphasises the setting of a particular postural strategy whose main effect consists in more delayed corrective processes associated with a better capacity to control the corrective CP displacements. This particular strategy could be linked to the difficulty for the subjects to detect pertinent visual information in this very axis and/or an increased cognitive constraint due to the saccades. On the whole, these data underline the necessity, when performing postural protocols, to ask the patients to stare a visual target in order to limit their eye movements.